III. SUMMER MEETINGS, COLLOQUIUMS, NOTES, ETC.

Meetings of the American Mathematical Society:
Meetings of the Society and of the Chicago, San Francisco and Southwestern Sections have been regularly reported in the BULLETIN. The summer meetings, 1904–1913, were held in the following sequence of place:

1904, St. Louis, Mo.; 1909, Princeton, N. J.;
1906, New Haven, Conn.; 1911, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;
1907, Ithaca, N. Y.; 1912, Philadelphia, Pa.;
1908, Urbana, Ill.; 1913, Madison, Wis.

Colloquiums of the American Mathematical Society:
1906, New Haven, V. Snyder, XIII, 71;
1909, Princeton, V. Snyder, XVI, 105;
1913, Madison, A. Dresden, XX, 115.

NOTES
The BULLETIN gives in the Notes a chronicle of current events in the mathematical world. Here are to be found items regarding the American Mathematical Society and other scientific societies and academies representing mathematical interests, lists of the contents of various mathematical journals, publishers' announcements of forthcoming mathematical books, lists of doctorates in mathematics, brief accounts of mathematical prizes, university courses in mathematics, appointments, and other personal news.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Under this heading each number of the BULLETIN contains a complete bibliography of recent mathematical works.

ANNUAL LIST OF PUBLISHED PAPERS
In this list, which is published in the final number of each volume of the BULLETIN, are to be found the titles of papers read before the American Mathematical Society and subsequently published, together with the date of reading and a reference to the place of publication.